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ISR Science – EISCAT and others
How is Earth’s atmosphere coupled to geospace?

• Auroral
electrodynamics
• Ionospheric plasma 

structuring
• Space weather effects
• Climate change
• Micrometeors
• Near-Earth object 

studies
• Basic plasma physics 

via active experiments

The Near-Earth Space Environment
 Ionosphere, Plasmasphere, Magnetosphere
 Neutral Atmosphere Below, Heliosphere Above

Credit: J. Grebowsky NASA/GSFC



ISRs Past+Present



EISCAT Mainland
EISCAT Mainland Radars

1981, 1985



EISCAT 
Mainland



EISCAT UHF view of aurora

Dahlgren et al., 2011

Power profile: 0.44 sec, 0.9 km range



Sondrestrom view of aurora

Time lapse movie by Anja Strømme



URSI GASS, Beijing, 2014-08-18

AMISR view of an aurora

RVK 2013 Semeter et al., 2009

PFISR view of aurora
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Abstract

The EISCAT (European Incoherent SCATer) Scientific Association has provided versatile incoherent scatter (IS) radar
facilities on the mainland of northern Scandinavia (the EISCAT UHF and VHF radar systems) and on Svalbard (the
electronically scanning radar ESR (EISCAT Svalbard Radar) for studies of the high-latitude ionised upper atmosphere
(the ionosphere). The mainland radars were constructed about 30 years ago, based on technological solutions of that
time. The science drivers of today, however, require a more flexible instrument, which allows measurements
to be made from the troposphere to the topside ionosphere and gives the measured parameters in three
dimensions, not just along a single radar beam. The possibility for continuous operation is also an essential
feature. To facilitatefuture science work with a world-leading IS radar facility, planning of a new radar system
started first with an EU-funded Design Study (2005–2009) and has continued with a follow-up EU FP7
EISCAT_3D Preparatory Phase project (2010–2014). The radar facility will be realised by using phased arrays,
and a key aspect is the use of advanced software and data processing techniques. This type of software radar
will act as a pathfinder for other facilities worldwide. The new radar facility will enable the EISCAT_3D science
community to address new, significant science questions as well as to serve society, which is increasingly
dependent on space-based technology and issues related to space weather. The location of the radar within
the auroral oval and at the edge of the stratospheric polar vortex is also ideal for studies of the long-term
variability in the atmosphere and global change. This paper is a summary of the EISCAT_3D science case,
which was prepared as part of the EU-funded Preparatory Phase project for the new facility. Three science
working groups, drawn from the EISCAT user community, participated in preparing this document. In addition
to these working group members, who are listed as authors, thanks are due to many others in the EISCAT
scientific community for useful contributions, discussions, and support.

Keywords: EISCAT; EISCAT_3D; Radar; Incoherent scatter; Atmospheric science; Space physics; Plasma physics;
Solar system research; Space weather; Radar techniques

Review
Introduction to EISCAT_3D
Why do we need EISCAT_3D?
The interaction between the Sun and the Earth is vital
to every aspect of human existence. As well as providing
us with heat and light, the Sun supplies the energy
which powers the motion of the Earth’s atmosphere and
oceans, governing our weather and climate. In addition,
the Sun produces the solar wind—a stream of energetic
particles which permeates the solar system, carrying with

it a magnetic field which interacts with the internally
generated magnetism of the Earth and other planets.
The science of solar-terrestrial physics (STP) is con-
cerned with understanding all aspects of the relationship
between the Earth and the Sun. In particular, it seeks to
understand all the different ways that energy from the
Sun is deposited in the environments of the Earth and
other solar system bodies, the processes by which that
energy is converted from one form to another, and
the combined effects of all these processes on our
environment.
Because of this broad remit, STP overlaps with many

other areas of science, including atmospheric physics,
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Tri-static Radar (unambiguous velocities)
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Tri-static









Interferometric Imaging



What does it take to build EISCAT_3D?



Skibotn was a challenging site to prepare



Assembling the PET Antenna Unit (July 2019)



AU PRODUC TION

Movie by ECRIEE



FSRU PRODUCTION

FSRU serial production Lower: FSRU testbench used during serial production

Photos by DA-Design



SAT PRODUC TION

Photos by DA-Design



PSCU PRODUC TION AND DEL IVERY

One PSCU unit has 16 channels that provide the analogue input signal for 16 SSPAs
All 444 PSCUs are delivered and stored in EISCAT facilities, Ramfjordmoen. 



AU SHIPMENT



Antennas took a long trip to northern Norway



The last few hundred kilometers done!



Kaiseniemi assembly required fortitude (and 
warm jackets)



EISCAT_3D Skibotn, Norway

10 May 2023Photo by Johan Svensson

20 June 2023



EISCAT_3D Karesuvanto, Finland

Movie courtesy Johan Svensson



EISCAT_3D Kaiseniemi, Sweden

Photo by Johan Svensson



Status
• Skibotn, Norway

• Antenna Units (AUs) installed
• Power and fiber to Antenna Units installed
• Site buildings in place
• Awaiting permits to take the site into use (ground stability issues to be resolved)

• Kaiseniemi, Sweden
• AUs installed
• Power and fiber to AUs installed
• Site buildings in place
• Some electronics installed (7 AUs)
• Test AU is on-site

• Karesuvanto, Finland
• AUs installed
• Site buildings in place

• Hoping for inauguration ~November 2025



https://heinselslug.smugmug.com/Professional/Meetings/ISR-School-2024-
BU/


